
Marble Hill Conservation Area
Stow MA

Summary:  A complete tour of this wooded area takes a little over an hour, ranging from the heights of Marble 
Hill to the waters of a shaded stream.  Trails vary from wide and level to rocky and occasionally steep, and 
include exercise stations for the Headway Life Course along several of the southernmost segments.

Trailhead Location: Off-street parking for several cars is available the south side of Taylor Road, about a 
quarter of a mile west of Packard Road.  The trails may also be reached from the parking lot behind the new 
Pompo Fire Station/Community Center playing on Rte. 117 (park on the northeast or rear right side of the 
building as you come in the entrance). 

Quick Guide from Taylor Road
1. Follow yellow trail south from parking lot.
2. After crossing brook on stepping-stones, bear left at T-junction onto white trail.
3. Straight at trail junction onto red trail up, then down Marble Hill. 
4. Right onto white trail.
5. At junction with yellow trail, zigzag right and left to continue on white.
6. Left on yellow to return to parking area.

Detailed Hike Description
 From the parking area, follow a short connector trail east, parallel to the road, then turn right on the yellow-

blazed trail.  The path soon leads uphill on a moderate slope under tall pines.  The rise tops out through a 
stone fence gap to begin a gentler downhill.

 At a T-junction, turn right to continue on yellow.  The trail rises gently.  Continue straight through a 
junction with the white trail.

 The trail levels, with a stone fence running parallel to the path for a while, then slopes downhill again over 
granite ledges and past granite outcroppings on a moderate slope.

 At a wide intersection with the green-blazed trail to the left, continue straight on yellow, avoiding another 
trail that bears right.  The yellow trail continues downhill over granite ledges, then levels through an area of 
granite outcrops under a mix of deciduous and evergreen.  To the left, a stream runs roughly parallel to the 
trail.

 The yellow trail soon curves left to cross the stream on steppingstones.  Pause for a few moments in the 
center of the stream to enjoy the trickle of the water and the forested wetland surrounding you.

 A short distance past the stream a double yellow blaze warns of an upcoming junction with the white-blazed
trail.  Turn left at the T-junction onto the white trail, heading steadily uphill on a narrow trail.

 At a wide trail junction marked by the ropes and rings of the Headway Life Course, bear slightly right and 
uphill, now on the red-blazed trail up Marble Hill. The climb is moderately strenuous, past granite 
outcroppings.  

 At a Y-junction, bear right and continue uphill.  The trail levels for a while to curve around the southeast 
flank of the hill before resuming the uphill climb on a steady, moderate slope.

 A stone fence runs parallel on the right side of the trail as you near the summit.  A boulder just past the hill’s
highest point provides a nice seat if you wish to catch your breath, have a drink, or just enjoy the feeling of 
being atop one of the highest hills in town.  The surrounding trees filter the potential 360o view of the 
horizon, but the sensation of height remains.

 Continue down the northwest side of the hill on the red trail on a moderate slope.  The trail levels just before
meeting the white trail; turn right on white.

 The rock-studded trail soon heads uphill on a moderate slope, through an area of blueberry bushes, then 
rolls downhill and uphill again before meeting the yellow trail.  Turn right, then immediately left to continue
on the white trail.





 The narrow trail passes by granite outcrops with a wetland to the right.  A stone fence runs parallel to the 
trail, which curves right to pass through a gap in the fence, moving into an area of mature pine with a 
younger pine under-story.

 The trail curves up and down hill, through additional stone fence gaps before arriving at a T-junction with 
the yellow trail.  Turn left to return to the Taylor Road parking area.
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